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ABSTRACT

PURPOSE Numerous primary care practice development efforts, many related to the patient-centered medical home (PCMH), are emerging across the United States with few guides available to inform them. This article presents a relationship-centered practice development approach to understand practice and to aid in fostering practice development to advance key attributes of primary care that include access to first-contact care, comprehensive care, coordination of care, and a personal relationship over time.

METHODS Informed by complexity theory and relational theories of organizational learning, we built on discoveries from the American Academy of Family Physicians’ National Demonstration Project (NDP) and 15 years of research to understand and improve primary care practice.

RESULTS Primary care practices can fruitfully be understood as complex adaptive systems consisting of a core (a practice’s key resources, organizational structure, and functional processes), adaptive reserve (practice features that enhance resilience, such as relationships), and attentiveness to the local environment. The effectiveness of these attributes represents the practice’s internal capability. With adequate motivation, healthy, thriving practices advance along a pathway of slow, continuous developmental change with occasional rapid periods of transformation as they evolve better fits with their environment. Practice development is enhanced through systematically using strategies that involve setting direction and boundaries, implementing sensing systems, focusing on creative tensions, and fostering learning conversations.

CONCLUSIONS Successful practice development begins with changes that strengthen practices’ core, build adaptive reserve, and expand attentiveness to the local environment. Development progresses toward transformation through enhancing primary care attributes.


INTRODUCTION

For more than a century, small, physician-led medical practices were the most common source of primary care throughout the western world. The future viability of this cottage industry is now in doubt, and primary care in the United States and elsewhere is seriously weakening. Hopeful energy for changing and transforming primary care practices arises from this deteriorating situation. Practice development activities are emerging as part of state initiatives, Medicare pilot programs, health system projects, and independent innovations. The difficulties and resistances challenging this hard work are daunting, with few research-informed approaches available to help guide these critically important initiatives. In this article, we offer a theory-based, evidence-informed relationship-centered approach for primary care practice development derived from 15 years of research on primary care practice improvement and, most recently, from the American Academy of Family Physicians’ National Demonstration Project (NDP). The NDP represents...
one of the first research trials seeking to implement and assess an intensive whole-system redesign of primary care practice based on the patient-centered medical home (PCMH) construct within independent family medicine practices.

The evaluation of the NDP provides new windows of understanding into the practice change and transformation process. The relationship-centered practice development approach presented here emerged from our cross-cutting interpretation of the findings from this evaluation. The resulting insights are associated particularly with 6 features of the NDP: (1) exceptionally high motivation for major development; (2) emphasis on whole-practice redesign; (3) intense telescoping of the development process because of the limited 2-year time span; (4) comparison of external facilitation with self-direction; (5) measurement of both patient experience and clinical care; and (6) emergence of transformational development.

The first part of this article starts with a brief overview of the attributes of primary care that enhance value and represent the goals of practice development. We describe several concepts and models for understanding practice development using a relational theory of organizational learning that is based on complexity science. We briefly summarize core concepts and principles from these theories, with references for those who want more detail. We begin building our approach with a model of practice features related to practice development and then expand to a more comprehensive model for understanding change and development. This section ends with a description of the natural history of practice development, both change and transformation, based on evidence from the NDP. The second part of the article combines theory, models, and experience from the NDP, and suggests a way for using this relationship-centered practice development approach to plan and implement practice improvement.

UNDERSTANDING PRIMARY CARE PRACTICES WITH INTENT TO ENHANCE VALUE

Value of Primary Care

Health care systems that emphasize and support vigorous primary care have better population health, lower costs, higher quality, and less inequity than other systems. This enhanced value emerges from synergy among the following 4 functional attributes:

- Easily accessible first contact with the health care system
- Comprehensive care for all health-related situations regardless of age or sex
- Coordination and integration of care across settings
- Personal relationships over time through partnerships in the context of family and community

A major reason for the declining value of health care in the United States relative to other industrialized nations is the serious erosion in the ability of primary care to fulfill these functions. Theory supporting primary care and several mechanisms explaining how these attributes create primary care’s value are well defined. A fundamental principle of primary health care is to focus on improving the health and relationships of the whole person in his or her life context rather than just managing disease. The decline in the patient-rated measures of the primary care functions seen in the NDP may relate to the NDP’s emphasis on implementing technological components instead of primary care attributes. We therefore suggest the goals for primary care practice development are to optimally enact these 4 attributes of primary care, improve the health of whole people, and foster healing relationships.

A Relationship-Centered Approach: Theoretical Foundations

A primary care practice consists of the people and places (ie, relationships) where the primary care functions are enacted in pursuit of better health. Our approach to primary care practice development, based on the NDP experiences, highlights the importance of relationships. Health as relationship is a development goal and is facilitated by healing clinician-patient relationships. Successful, sustained practice development requires strengthening of both internal relationships within the practice and external relationships with the local community and patients. Conversation is a core tool for development work. We therefore refer to our practice development approach as relationship centered, paralleling the relationship-centered style in clinical care. This is an approach to the dynamic process of intentional practice development and not an approach for determining quality assessment or better delivery options. Donabedian’s structure, process, and outcome model remains an excellent background framework for this important quality work. A relationship-centered practice development approach helps make sense of why some practices improve, respond to external and internal changes, and even transform, while others doggedly resist change.

Complexity theory provides a helpful lens for understanding how practices behave over time within their environmental contexts. From this perspective, primary care practices are complex adaptive systems, and thriving ones are often like an excellent
improvisational jazz band. Adaptation is the successful ability both to respond to changes in the local environment as well as to intentionally create change in that environment. Self-determination theory and its associated relational theory of organizational learning suggest approaches for influencing and shaping the behavior of complex adaptive systems through the identification of emergent patterns of meaning and relating and the strategic use of conversations. (Please see the Supplemental Appendix at http://annfammed.org/cgi/content/full/8/suppl_1/s68/DC1 for more details about complexity theory.)

Several important principles for influencing practice development ensue from understanding primary care practices as complex adaptive systems. It is valuable to recognize and pay attention to the following when engaged in practice development work:

• Cause and effect are rarely simple, direct, or linear.
• Any action or decision has multiple consequences that change the environment and influence the actions and decisions of others.
• Many consequences are delayed in time and not predictable or immediately knowable.
• Novelty, surprise, and unintended consequences are expected.
• Purposeful change and development seek improvement, not perfection, and require ongoing reciprocating feedback and learning.
• Improvement and development are emergent and arise from competing demands and opportunities.
• Variety, diversity, and conflict need to be anticipated and used as important sources of new information and learning.
• Maximal efficiency is potentially harmful to practices as it eliminates some necessary redundancy and spare capacity for adaptation.

A Practice-Level Model for Understanding Practice Development

Primary care practices, as complex adaptive systems and as described in the NDP, are conceptualized as having a core, an adaptive reserve, and an attentiveness to the local environment. These features are outlined in part in Table 1 and described below.

Core
The core consists of resources, organizational structure, and functional processes. The resources fall into 2 categories: material and human. Material resources include money, facilities, and space, including workplace design, equipment, and technology infrastructure (eg, computers, Internet access, telemedicine). Human resources include the number of personnel and their skills.

The organizational structure (ie, leadership, compensation, reward, and accountability systems) is guided by a management model (eg, organizational chart, decision allocation). The dominant management model in primary care practice from the 19th century into the early 1980s was a simple “front” and “back” framework separating the business and clinical aspects of practice. This dual hierarchy placed the autonomous physician leader as the ultimate authority. The rapid growth of larger group and system-owned practices, beginning in the 1970s and modeled on industrial organizational design, recreated the dual hierarchy as a dual organization with a stronger practice manager role. In the United States, managed care and the subsequent consolidation of health care organizations accelerated this trend over the last 2 decades. Converting this dual structure into an aligned management model is essential for effective practice development.

We differentiate 3 functional processes or internal models of the practice core. Clinical care includes both care processes and protocols in the practice, and clinical methods and styles (eg, biomedical, patient centered). Practices also have operations processes related to supplies, support, staffing, measurement, and information distribution. Finally, they have finance processes concerned with the practice business model (eg, direct practice, traditional insurance, management fees, supplemental services) including budgeting and the revenue cycle.

The adequacy of a practice’s core is a measure of its robustness, where robustness is the ability to maintain a given state under force or in differing conditions. A robust primary care practice is one wherein resources, management model, and functional

| Table 1. Elements of Practice Core and Adaptive Reserve |
|-------------|-----------------|
| Feature      | Element                      |
| Core         |                              |
| Resources    | Material, Human             |
| Organizational structure | Leadership, compensation, reward, and accountability systems, Management model |
| Functional processes | Clinical care, Operations, Finance |
| Adaptive reserve | Action and reflection cycles, Facilitative leadership, Learning culture, Improvisational ability, Stories of change, Sensemaking, Relationships and communication |
processes are adequate to meet ordinary variations in economic conditions, community expectations, and regulatory requirements. A strong core ensures that a practice maintains a consistent performance, the ability to deliver reliable primary care, despite common fluctuations in external conditions. Figure 1 depicts a model of the practice core.

Adaptive Reserve
Even the most robust trees are blown over by extraordinary winds unless they are also resilient or able to bend under force.43 We are in such turbulent times3 and, as we observed in the NDP,21 a strong practice core is not adequate for the needed responses. We name those features in primary care practice that enhance resilience the adaptive reserve. The adaptive reserve is often in the background, as if in reserve, during stable times; however, during times of dramatic change, it facilitates adaptation and development. The features of adaptive reserve include action and reflection cycles in the practice,44 facilitative leadership,45 a learning culture,46 the ability to improvise,47 a repository of helpful stories about change in the practice,48 and effective relationships and communication.49 Sensemaking,50 teamwork, and a more positive work environment are emergent properties that arise when the adaptive reserve features are present and operating well. Figure 2 depicts a model of the practice adaptive reserve, including elucidation of the 7 relationship characteristics that are particularly important for practice resilience.49

Attentiveness to the Local Environment
The practice characteristic that consistently differentiated the most resilient practices in the NDP was attentiveness to the local environment. Resilient practices in the NDP were engaged with their local hospital systems, local employers, several community agencies, and public events.14 The staff and practitioners often lived near their practices and were deeply connected to the community. News of what was happening was openly shared, and opportunities for how to influence or respond to local conditions, or both, were often explored. All of these external relationships were sources for learning and developing in these practices.

A primary care practice’s core, adaptive reserve, and attentiveness to the local environment represent the practice’s internal capability. An effective core is a necessity for every primary care practice. Building effective adaptive reserve is also essential during times of dramatic change or when undertaking major practice redesign, as was the case in the NDP.14,21 Given the current beleaguered status of primary care and the need for substantial improvement if primary care practices are to successfully implement their goals, now is an important time to work on improving adaptive reserve features.

A Comprehensive Model for Practice Development
Primary care practices, like many organizations, demonstrate remarkable resistance to improvement efforts even when they have adequate internal capability.51,52 The Practice Change and Development (PCD) model, illustrated in Figure 3, identifies 4 interacting domains that describe how development evolves over time.53 The upper half (boxes 1 and 2) of this figure represents the practice. Box 2 (upper right) is the practice’s internal capability—the core, adaptive reserve, and attentiveness to the local environment. Box 1 (upper left) signifies the motivational forces or available energy within the practice for whatever change or developmental improvement is intended. In our past research53-58 and in the NDP,14,21 sustainable practice improvement required the motivational support and engagement of formal leadership, both physician and management, and any informal leaders among other clinicians and staff.

The lower boxes in Figure 3 represent the practice’s external environment. Box 3 (lower left) consists of outside motivators for desired improvements or developments. These motivators include supportive health policy, facilitators or consultants, patient input, or a health system. Box 4 (lower right) refers to available options for change and improvement. The arrows in the figure signify the interactions among the 4 boxes that...
shape the success or failure of the particular development efforts over time and represent the opportunities for relational learning. The PCD model suggests that thriving and ongoing, adaptive practice development optimizes internal and external motivation, enhances internal capability, expands awareness of options, and ensures ongoing interaction across these areas.

Complexity theory and the PCD model suggest that resistance to change occurs when planned interventions do not fit with the internal models and simple rules of a self-organized complex adaptive system. Resistance usually means the desired intervention makes little sense relative to major aspects of the existing system. Overcoming that resistance requires motivated engagement of the leadership team and change in multiple parts of the core at the same time, so that these areas (eg, workplace design, information distribution, measurement, and reward systems) reinforce the intended behavior change.\textsuperscript{59,60} The 5 case summaries in the qualitative report on the NDP all depict these processes.\textsuperscript{14} Gathering external support may also be necessary.

A Natural History of Practice Development

The qualitative analysis of the NDP data revealed multiple pathways for change and possible transformation. Figure 4 illustrates a composite optimal pathway based on the courses of improvement shown by the more successful practices in the NDP.\textsuperscript{14} The jagged upward-trending line represents the everyday, ongoing work of continuous improvement in a robust practice that values learning. The jaggedness, like a fetal heart tracing, represents healthy beat-to-beat variation in the processes of relational learning.

Figure 2. Relationship-centered practice adaptive reserve model.

Relationship Characteristics

Mindfulness = Openness to new ideas and different perspectives; continuous creation of new categories.
Respectful Interaction = Honest, tactful, and mutually valuing interchange where each person brings meaning and value to the other.
Heedful Interrelating = Interaction where individuals are especially sensitive to the way their role and others fit into the larger group and its goals.
Channel Effectiveness = Appropriate use and mix of rich (eg, face-to-face) and lean (eg, e-mail) communications where rich channels are used when messages are highly ambiguous, complicated, or emotionally charged and lean channels are used when messages are clear, simple, and emotionally neutral.
Mix of Social and Task Relatedness = Social relatedness includes non–work-related conversations and activities that are often based on friendships and family, whereas task relatedness consists of work-related conversations and activities.
Diversity = Differences in mental models and in age, sex, and ethnicity.
Trust = Belief that you can depend on the other and the associated willingness to be vulnerable to another.
beat (day-to-day, week-to-week) variability. The NDP practice e-mail streams illustrated this weekly unevenness whereby, on any given day, an e-mail characterized things as getting a little worse, but then described improvement several days later. This is the change of effective continuous improvement activities. None of these changes, by themselves, alters the fundamental patterns of meaning and relating in the practice. Practice development is often slow and barely detectable. But it also occurs in sudden bursts.

The 2 circles on the irregular line in Figure 4 mark discontinuities along the pathway. These are moments of more dramatic transformation in which the underlying assumptions of the practice change. For example, Practice B in the NDP was slowly improving, working on small changes in its adaptive reserve, until the realization of real teamwork and role changes emerged near the end of the study and dramatic transformation began. After such episodes, the slope of improvement increases as depicted by the straight lines above the jagged one. This is a practice that recognizes opportunities for whole-practice redesign. We borrow Kurt Lewin’s simple 3-stage model for describing transformation—Unfreeze, Transition, and Refreeze—but reframe the last stage and call it Chill and Accelerate. In a practice that is continually learning and improving, the idea of refreezing is too static. As shown in the NDP, it is important to chill or slow down after a major transformation and assess all of the many repercussions before accelerating development.

The 4 arrows in Figure 4 point to areas of high risk, where the pathway of development could flatten and even decline with inadequate attention. Arrow 1 can be anywhere along the line except at transformation moments. It points to the daily, disciplined work of continuous improvement of the practice core, which also includes preparing for the catalytic opportunities for transformation by enhancing adaptive reserve. Without consciously making time for reflection and sensemaking, it is easy to get sleepy and sloppy when caught up in doing the often hectic work of primary care. Arrow 2 directs our attention to the end of transformational work and the risk of refreezing. It is important to address the many new issues that emerge with transformation, but not to let the challenges stop the overall pathway of continual development. Arrow 3 points to the initiation
point of transformation, where a risk is to miss it or not generate the necessary motivation and negotiate acceptance from critical colleagues. Such missed opportunity was a key factor in why a few practices in the NDP made less change than most others. The high risk of change fatigue is indicated by arrow 4. Such high risk is especially common in practices that have experienced several redesign efforts as well as ongoing development.

**PLANNING AND IMPLEMENTING PRIMARY CARE PRACTICE DEVELOPMENT**

This section outlines an approach to planning and implementing primary care practice development. It is not about project management or how to implement a specific performance improvement such as promoting guideline adherence or increasing preventive services screening. It is about ongoing whole-practice redesign that may include individual projects but really emphasizes development and coevolution with larger systems, patients, and communities in pursuit of better enactment of the core primary care functions. This approach is grounded in what we observed in the more successful NDP practice development efforts. We purposefully refer to the approach as primary care practice development to accentuate its longitudinal aspect and the inclusion of both change and transformation as goals (Figure 4). This overall development approach consists of the following 4 strategies:

- Setting direction and boundaries
- Implementing sensing or feedback systems
- Focusing on creative tensions or important differences in feedback
- Fostering multiple conversations to promote learning

These strategies are simultaneous and not sequential. They all require understanding the role of conversation and sensemaking in practice development and interventions.

Complexity theory reminds us that all interventions have both planned and unexpected aspects. An intervention involves the development content as well as the tactics for implementation. Relational theory of organizational learning reminds us that enacting the intervention requires the giving of instructions and the exchange of information. These are planned activities, but we know that unanticipated surprises and resistances emerge during any intervention. We consider conversation to be a critical collaborative process for mediating the planned and the unforeseen. Like the music of an improvisational jazz group, the conversation itself is spontaneous and unplanned, but the staging of who and where and agenda can be deliberate. It is within conversations that meaning and sense are cocreated and learned.

**Setting Direction and Boundaries**

Setting direction and boundaries is the design phase. Practice vision and mission are foundational aspects of setting direction and answer the questions, Why are we here as a practice? and What makes us important and meaningful? These questions tap into personal sources of meaning for practice members that are vital for motivating development. In the NDP, that vision included becoming a PCMH. Facilitated practices often focused on implementing the NDP model’s PCMH components and demonstrated great improvement in that area, whereas many self-directed practices maintained their emphasis on the patient and a few were better able to maintain the patient-rated measure of PCMH. The setting of direction involves specifying the boundaries of action, clarifying roles and expectations, and identifying where attention is directed, what is meaningful and important. As noted earlier, we believe the functional attributes of primary care and health are the heart of the matter. Practice vision needs to motivate key practice personnel. The following are some guidelines and examples of related questions for successful direction setting:

- Clarify priorities: Whose needs come first, patient or physician? Is the electronic medical record (EMR) more for billing or clinical information?

![Figure 4. Developmental pathway of change and transformation.](image-url)
• Generate a sense of urgency: Why is this so important? What must be done to meet this deadline?
• Distribute leadership and control: How can I help? What do we need?
• Build vision into the budget: Does the money match the purpose?
• Build vision into the schedule: Does the use of time match what is important?
• Take a developmental perspective: What relationships do we need to develop now to be more effective over time?

Setting direction in complex adaptive systems is an open and ongoing process. There is no final destination other than optimal implementation of the primary care functions.

One of the important tasks in boundary setting is to establish the range of variation that fosters development in the desired direction. This boundary work applies to all parts of practice life. What are the minimum and maximum number of hours of work per day or week that enable optimal performance for clinicians and staff? What are the upper and lower limits of number of patients seen per hour that ensure optimal care? What high or low blood pressure levels should activate special attention? What low revenue number should trigger corrective action, and what high revenue number should initiate exploration of how the practice might care for more underinsured? These are typical questions in boundary setting. Maintaining the boundaries requires ongoing assessment and feedback.

Implementing Sensing Systems
A practice’s resilience is tightly coupled with its ability to learn and use that learning to adjust. Optimal learning by a practice requires feedback about itself and its environment. That feedback depends on having suitable sensing systems in place. Feedback is in the form of stories, metrics, visuals, interviews, observations, records, and surveys. The purposes of feedback are to let a practice know how well it is doing given the records, and surveys. The purposes of feedback are to establish the range of variation that fosters development in the desired direction. This boundary work applies to all parts of practice life. What are the minimum and maximum number of hours of work per day or week that enable optimal performance for clinicians and staff? What are the upper and lower limits of number of patients seen per hour that ensure optimal care? What high or low blood pressure levels should activate special attention? What low revenue number should trigger corrective action, and what high revenue number should initiate exploration of how the practice might care for more underinsured? These are typical questions in boundary setting. Maintaining the boundaries requires ongoing assessment and feedback.

An example of a sensing system is an assessment of finances at least monthly and the other core features twice a year. Yearly review is probably adequate for monitoring adaptive reserve, motivation, and outcomes. It is also important to regularly collect and share stories and information about what is happening in the community, local health systems, and larger policy landscape. This is a great way in which to invite patients into the process. Every practice must adjust their sensing to what is more helpful and feasible for them. Holding regular meetings and collecting and reviewing all of these measures may initially seem overwhelming to many already beleaguered US clinicians, especially in the private practice world. Our past research studies and the NDP experience convince us that dedicating this time and discipline both is possible and more than compensates for the extra time. Monitoring personal health and development is also important, especially during times of transformation or times at which there is a high risk of change fatigue.

Focusing on Creative Tensions
“Celebrate the abundance within troubles” was a mantra for thriving primary care practices in the NDP. When energized by vision, practices celebrated often and had faith in their ability to enact the vision. These practices got excited when their sensing systems indicated trouble because that identified areas of emerging opportunities for development and creativity. Examples of such trouble included problems with access to well-child care, communication breakdowns, staff distress, documentation concerns, inadequate diabetes care, an influenza pandemic, physician resistance to team care, and declining revenues. These were creative tensions, touch points for practice development.

A strong adaptive reserve greatly assists this work of focusing on creative tensions. "Celebrate the abundance within troubles" was a mantra for thriving primary care practices in the NDP. When energized by vision, practices celebrated often and had faith in their ability to enact the vision. These practices got excited when their sensing systems indicated trouble because that identified areas of emerging opportunities for development and creativity. Examples of such trouble included problems with access to well-child care, communication breakdowns, staff distress, documentation concerns, inadequate diabetes care, an influenza pandemic, physician resistance to team care, and declining revenues. These were creative tensions, touch points for practice development.

Fostering Learning Conversations
Setting direction and boundaries, implementing sensing systems, focusing on creative tensions, and implementing the many interventions that emerge are all activities that rely on the effectiveness of foster-
ing learning conversations. Conversations generate motivation and power the building of capability. The genius of conversations is that they are constructible and spontaneous, formal and informal. An aligned management model, facilitative leadership, effective work space, good teamwork, strong relationship characteristics, feelings of safety, time for reflection, and high motivation all help to ensure appropriate spontaneous and informal conversations. This section focuses on the planning and creation of formal conversations. The arrows of the PCD model (Figure 3) represent the cross-cutting work of the many different coevolving conversations. Table 2 summarizes a typology of formal conversations.

**Project Conversations**
Project conversations relate to specific interventions currently under way in a practice. These conversations can be about large projects such as putting into operation an EMR or an open-access scheduling system, or implementing smaller ones such as a diabetes disease registry or practice Web site. Plan-Do-Study-Act (PDSA) cycles and project management are especially useful for organizing these conversations if they are preceded by discussions that tie in to personal sources of meaning for what the PDSA cycles should be about.

**Capability-Building Conversations**
Capability-building conversations focus on improving the effectiveness of the practice core, multiple domains of the adaptive reserve, and attentiveness to the local environment. Some of these conversations spotlight specific instrumental skills, such as leadership development, budgeting, EMR use, and patient self-management tools. These are skill-building conversations that involve the use of learning collaboratives with other practices or specific coaching from an outside source.

System-building conversations accentuate the process skills that facilitate the health of the practice as a complex adaptive system. These conversations are usually related to building the adaptive reserve and include reflection, relationships, communication, and conflict management. The creation of reflection-action process (RAP) teams, the use of dialogue as a communication strategy, and appreciative inquiry are all examples of system-building conversations.

The emotional challenges of change and change fatigue are a few of the reasons for also facilitating what we call fireproofing conversations. These conversations assist practice members in learning how to manage stress, engage in difficult conversations, and recognize signs of strain. Mindfulness meditation and the tools of crucial conversation are examples.

**Whole-System Conversations**
Because of the importance of matching motivations, vision, and relationships to how time is spent, it is useful for primary care practices to periodically stage whole-system conversations. These conversations offer an opportunity for everyone in the practice and even its key health care system stakeholders, patients, and community partners to check in, review the current direction and boundaries, and imagine what else is possible. Examples of conversational formats include World Café and Future Search, both highly successful conversational strategies for stimulating imagination and focusing collective vision.

Action conversations put emphasis on helping whole systems connect different aspects of practice in better ways to get the work done. Kaizen events and Open Space are both potent examples. One action conversation that is ready for everyday use and was a powerful development force in the NDP is the huddle. This 5- to 15-minute conversation at the start of a clinical session generates action plans for that day and provides opportunity for practicing and reinforcing the many learned skills from other conversations.

**Table 2. Typology of Practice Development Conversations**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of Conversation</th>
<th>Examples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Project</td>
<td>Plan-Do-Study-Act (PDSA) cycles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Project management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capability building</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skill building</td>
<td>Learning collaborative workshops</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Coaching</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>System building</td>
<td>Reflection-action process (RAP) teams</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Appreciative inquiry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dialogue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fireproofing</td>
<td>Crucial conversations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mindfulness meditation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whole system</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Possibility</td>
<td>World Café</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Future Search</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Action</td>
<td>Kaizen events</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Open Space</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Sequence of Activities**
The 4 strategies just presented are not sequential, but the relationship-centered approach to practice development does imply a particular sequence of activities for deploying the strategies. Begin with strengthening the core. This step includes improving documentation and coding (in the United States), systemizing the clinical record; enhancing the management model; developing care protocols, financial systems, and operations’ policies; and creating an information system plan. Then build the adaptive reserve by establishing regular meet-
ings and action and reflection cycles wherein specific metrics and reports are reviewed. The third step is to actively explore the local environment for opportunity to better achieve primary care’s key attributes. Check out local health care systems, retail clinics, community agencies, and specialist connections. These first 3 steps ensure a strong foundation for taking the next, potentially more transforming step of dramatically enhancing the primary care attributes. Consider hiring more staff for care coordination and unloading clinician work. Improve and expand access. Implement an EMR, Web portal, and health system linkages, and begin true population health activities.96

CONCLUSION

Health care in the United States of America is broken.92 The primary care functions that are a foundation for repairing the system are devalued and collapsing.93 Yet, hopeful examples of primary care excellence send fl ickers of light from many small places across our vast fragmented health care geography. In the NDP, we witnessed both small rural primary care practices and large urban and suburban group practices making changes toward better serving the primary care functions. It is important, but not enough. Many of the necessary developments for achieving effective primary care will not be possible in the United States without substantial reform of the delivery system. We have provided an approach only for practice-level work. Health policy must also change.93

Primary care practice is presently and problematically conceptualized as the people and places where disease management, customer service, and productivity are optimized to deliver commodities of health care.94 Many are surprised that this approach is not working. We propose that a primary care practice consists of the people and places (relationships) where the primary care functions of access to first-contact care, comprehensive care, coordination of care, and personal relationship over time are optimized. It is where best available evidence is contextualized within coevolving and emergent healing relationships and applied to an identified population, community, or both.21 Better primary care practices are local, robust, and resilient teams of agents who coevolve, interdependently, with their local environments, learn from their mistakes, change their assumptions when necessary, and work with patients pragmatically, using appropriate science and knowledge to care for the health of their patients, their communities, and the population. What emerges from this healing landscape is better health at lower cost with greater equity.95 The relationship-centered practice development approach shows a way.

To read or post commentaries in response to this article, see it online at http://www.annfammed.org/cgi/content/full/8/supp_1/s68.
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